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Section 4: Operational Amplifiers

• Op Amps
• Integrated circuits 
• Simpler to understand than transistors
• Get back to linear systems, but now with gain
• Come in various forms
– Comparators
– Full Op Amps

• Form the building blocks for larger systems
– Differential Amplifiers
– H-Bridge Amplifiers
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Operational Amplifiers (“Op Amp”)

• Integrated Circuit (IC) – complex system on 
a chip with simple behavior.

• We can basically ignore what goes on inside 
if  we understand that behavior and make 
some assumptions.

• Since the early 1970’s they have dominated 
analog circuit design. 
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Systems and Schematics
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Input and Output Impedance
for each subsystem should ideally be
infinite for input and zero for output.
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Thevenin equivalent 
is handy here
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Operational Amplifier (“Op Amp”)

Properties of  Ideal Op Amp
1. Infinite Input Impedance

2. Zero Output Impedance

3. Infinite Gain 
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Properties of  Ideal Op Amp (continued)
1. Infinite Input Impedance

Reads input voltage without changing it by drawing current.

2. Zero Output Impedance
Can provide infinite output current without effecting 

voltage.
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Like a battery with zero internal resistance, 
can drive any input without being affected.

3. Infinite Gain 
Equal for both inputs, so can have single variable A.
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Comparator
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• Simple Op Amp for comparing voltages
• Single-Sided Power Supply (just + and ground)
• Open Collector output:

can only sink (pull) current, not source (push) it.

Comparator light-sensing circuit
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Basically, comparators have a digital output.

Wheatstone
bridge
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Comparator thermoregulation circuit
Example of  Negative Feedback
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To prevent “chatter” change the set point by adding just a little 
positive feedback to the negative feedback system.
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Mechanical Thermostat
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Bilayer metal bends with 
temperature.

Mercury switch tips over to 
activate furnace

Small local heating coil provides 
hysteresis: turns on with furnace 

and raises the “off ” set-point.

Weller Soldering Iron Station

• Thermoregulation – magnet heats up, loses its 
magnetism, and releases (opens) switch 

• Natural hysteresis in time to heat magnet.
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Heater with transistor 
for current gain
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Oscillator• Capacitor charges 
and discharges 
between two 
thresholds.

• Similar to the 
thermoregulator
circuit, but with a 
capacitor as 
“memory” instead 
of  heat.
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hysteresis
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Reasons for open collector
• Digital inputs usually have a pull-up resistor.

• The open collector avoids needing to specify the 
“1” voltage for such inputs.

• The “0” voltage is always ground.

• Sub-systems do not need to share power supplies, 
just grounds.

• Two outputs can be connected together and either 
can pull the input to ground.
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Comparator powering a relay
• Advantage of  relay
– Switch provides practically 0 to ∞ resistance

– Complete isolation between coil and switch
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Our Comparator 
the LM339
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• Gain >106

– practically infinite
• Input current 25 nA
– practically infinite input impedance

• Response time 1 μS

– very fast, generally slams all the way up or down
• Output 16 mA 

– maintains desired voltage up to this current (open collector)

LM339 
other characteristics

• Power supply 2-36 V

– Single-sided, can be simple battery.

• Quiescent supply current 0.8 mA

– Current used within the comparator itself.

• Max output saturation voltage 1 V

– When Open Collector output transistor is fully on

• Max offset voltage (input + to -) 3 mV

– Maximum error in voltage comparison between inputs 
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